Seedless Growth of Palladium Nanocrystals with Tunable Structures: From Tetrahedra to Nanosheets.
Despite the great success that has been accomplished on the controlled synthesis of Pd nanocrystals with various sizes and morphologies, an efficient approach to systematic production of well-defined Pd nanocrystals without seed-mediated approaches remains a significant challenge. In this work, we have developed an efficient synthetic method to directly produce Pd nanocrystals with a highly controllable feature. Three distinct Pd nanocrystals, namely, Pd nanosheets, Pd concave tetrahedra, and Pd tetrahedra, have been selectively prepared by simply introducing a small amount of ascorbic acid (AA) and/or water without the other synthesis conditions changed. We found that the combined use of AA and water is of importance for the successful production of the unique Pd nanosheets. Detailed catalytic investigations showed that all the obtained Pd nanocrystals exhibit higher activity in the formic acid electrooxidation and styrene hydrogenation with respect to the Pd black, and their activities are highly shape-dependent with Pd nanosheets demonstrating a higher activity than both the Pd concave tetrahedra and Pd tetrahedra, which is likely due to the simple yet important feature of ultrathin thickness of Pd nanosheets. The present work highlights the importance of structures in tuning the related properties of metallic nanocrystals.